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Websites
Websites
A critical evaluation of website functionality and a review of what
registered users want from Nanoforum finds its revamped website
offering the same level of information and detail as before, but it is
now easier to search for related information, despite the release
not giving the new web-site address.
In light of the above design research findings, III-Vs Review does
not ponder the designer’s gender, though it notes L’Oreal launch-
ing nano cosmetics and wonders who is designing their web
page! The homepage lists the latest news with links to events,
organisations, calls and programmes, and Nanoforum reports, with
the number of entries in each listed in brackets.
There is a “Highlights” section for the latest news from Nanoforum
(new reports, conferences etc) as well as other important informa-
tion for the community. However, the main difference users will
find is classification of information into different sectors using a
dyslexic friendly pictorial menu bar.This allows users to access
information on specific sectors quickly: • Chemistry and Materials
• Health and Nanobio • NanoTools and Metrology • Information
and Communication • Transport and Space • Energy
•Fundamental Science.Additional sectors can be chosen by select-
ing the “more” button to the right of the menu bar: • Society
Issues • Safety and Environment • Consumer Products •
Construction • Strategy • Economy• Agriculture and Food.
Clicking on any of these buttons filters all the information in the
Nanoforum databases to present only that which is relevant to the
selected sector.An easier-to-use interface has been developed
which allows users to find details of organisations within each
state by clicking on a map of Europe.
In this regard the “Institutions” database has been renamed
“Organisations” to reflect the fact that entries are from both pri-
vate and publicly funded sectors.The extended search facility has
improved and allows users to search for specific entries in the
website from each sub-page (the original system of searching by
“R&D” or “Applications” is still possible).
A site-map for nanoforum.org has also been included for user con-
venience, and is located at the top of the screen, along with infor-
mation on Nanoforum and contact details. In passing, it is interest-
ing to see that UK nanotechnology is to get its own mark of excel-
lence.The UK Trade & Investment and the MNT (Micro and
Nanotechnology Network) announced a new industry standard,
the first of its kind for the nanotechnology industry in Europe.
MNT has initiated a Quality Mark for firms involved in the nan-
otechnology industry.The objective of the MNT Quality Mark is to
benchmark development and implementation of best practice and
to set a strict minimum standard of performance and achievement.
This follows the recent news that the UK has been awarded the
Chair and Secretariat of the International Organization for
Standardisation’s (ISO) technical committee for nanotechnologies.
And can further support this emerging discipline and use standard-
isation to help ensure its successful global growth.
Web: : http://web6.vdi.net-build.de/
A first-of-its-kind study by experts at the University of
Glamorgan into what aesthetically appeals to web-surfing
males and females finds that what works for one sex is a total
turn-off for the other. (Male III-Vs Review readers can relax.
III-Vs site is designed by men for men. Even the editor is brain-
washed.)
With the internet doubling in size every two to three months,
it is more important than ever for websites to catch the target
market eye. Gloria Moss, research fellow at the University of
Glamorgan Business School, teamed with statististician Rod
Gunn to see if businesses and organisations make the most of
web presence to reach target audiences.They looked at per-
sonal websites created by 30 male and 30 female students to
discover major design differences, including language, visuals,
and navigation - “The differences were immediately apparent,”
says Moss.“We compared the sites on 23 factors and differ-
ences emerged on just over half.”
For visuals, males favour straight lines (as opposed to rounded
forms), few typeface colours and background, formal typogra-
phy; the use of formal or expert language, with few abbrevia-
tions and promote themselves and their abilities heavily.
Ranking websites: women preferred sites designed by women,
whereas men preferred those created by men.The team
applied the findings to measure aesthetic values in 32 Higher
Education websites. Despite parity of target audience, results
showed 94% of sites displayed a masculine orientation; 2% had
a female bias. For the majority of sites, 74%,were produced by a
predominantly male team; only 7% were female designed.
Organisations are not considering how they can tailor their
websites to appeal to their entire target audience.The study
also found the same differences in student websites from
France and Poland, implying this is across national boundaries.
Web: www.glam.ac.uk/news/releases/003056.php
Nano gets new look, with same information spread
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